
Finishing instruments

Pressure Moulding Technique

The all-rounders 

with longer 

endurance 

  BIOPERM trimmer, blue 2 pieces #3226

  POLYFIX on mandrel, brown 1 piece #3371

  POLYFIX without mandrel, brown 6 pieces #3372

  OSAMU polisher, grey 2 pieces #3247

  DIMO®  brown, coarse 10/50 pieces #3382

  DIMO®  green, medium 10/50 pieces #3383

  DIMO®  maroon, fine 10/50 pieces #3384

  DIMO® mandrel 10 pieces #3380

  DIMO®PRO 
Wheel 24 × 6 mm

10/50 pieces #3381

  DIMO®PRO SLIM 
Wheel 24 × 6 mm

10/50 pieces #3376

BIOPERM-Trimmer / POLYFIX
Trimming and initial polishing of soft-elastic and sandwich material.

OSAMU polisher
Finishing and polishing of soft-elastic and sandwich material.

DIMO®PRO / DIMO®PRO SLIM
It’s the combination of a special elastomer compound and fine fibre  
structure that makes DIMO®PRO so versatile. You can achieve the best 
results in grinding and smoothing as well as in polishing using different 
speeds.

Application
DIMO® PRO: Finishing of large-scale marginal areas and for final and 
high-gloss polishing of splints, positioners, mouth guard and orthodontic 
appliances. Provides highly-polished rims and uniform surfaces of 
hard/soft sandwich material.
  

DIMO®PRO SLIM: With tapered rim for finishing splints, best suited for 
the gaps in the area of the frenulum and for interdental finishing.

DIMO®

Soft, flexible abrasive wheels with open non woven fibre structure for 
professional finishing of pressure moulding material, hard and soft 
resins and metals.They are equally perfectly suited for grinding and 
smoothing of silicone, polyurethane and permanently soft materials.
Optimized material, minimized unravelling and low thermal development 
guarantee a much longer life of the wheels.

Application
Finishing and initial polishing of elastomers, sandwich materials, mouth 
guard and orthodontic appliances.
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  Finishing set 
Set comes with one each cutting bur, 
finishing bur, HM carbide bur, HM tricutter fine, 
BIOPERM trimmer, POLYFIX, OSAMU polisher, 
DIMO®PRO SLIM and dressing stone.

1 piece #3378

Finishing set
Set comes with eight grinding wheels for cutting and finishing  
of soft elastic and hard elastic material. With color coding for 
easy identification.

  Cutting bur 6 pieces #3214

  HM Carbide cutter, yellow 6 pieces #3369

  HM Tricutter fine, green 6 pieces #3370

  Finishing bur, red 6 pieces #3377

  CA® Carbide bur 1 piece #5262

Cutting bur
Spiral cutting bur for quick, neat cutting of hard pressure moulding 
material.

HM Carbide cutter
Triangular carbide cutting bur for quick, neat cutting of hard pressure 
moulding material.

HM Tricutter fine
Fine triangular cutter for interdental finishing of splints.

Finishing bur
Square cutting bur made of special soft alloy that will not damage 
clasps and wires.

CA® Carbide BUR
CA® carbide bur made of fine grit carbide is characterised by high 
cutting performance, vibration-free concentric running and very long 
endurance.
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